Abstract. During the last decade production innovation was mainly focused on connectivity aspects. The vision of smart factories running on software, that uses collected machine data, has become true but foremost for leading industrial companies in highly developed countries. Apart from these, production can also be found in non-industrialized craft professions as well as in less developed countries. As digitalization does not necessarily require an industrial or developed setting the latter could possibly benefit from it as well. Socio-cyber-physical production systems have been used to describe the interdependencies of linked production systems but usually focus on highly developed regions as well as for industrial applications. This paper lines out similarities and differences for each case, introduces the concept of cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) and its extension to socio-CPPS (SCPPS), which emphasizes the role of human workers in the production environment. The relation between industrial, non-industrial production and innovations is examined. Furthermore, the widening of SCCPS concepts for non-industrial production is discussed.
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Introduction of Terms and Concepts

The collective state of the art in production technology defines the market price for each good. The respective technology used by the individual company defines their costs, thus it directly affects their profits: This is why innovation itself is regarded as competitive advantage. Thus, producing companies are constantly on the lookout for innovations that can be used beneficial in a manufacturing context. Cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) are the application of cyber-physical systems (CPS) in production context. That is why the advancements of the last decade regarding information and communication technology (ICT) may revolutionize value creation. Especially availability of sensory equipment and smart software, made it possible to process large quantity of data and support or even make decisions and affect the physical world through actuators [1]. Production processes usually take place in a production system consisting of various machines that can carry out process steps. The digitalization of single machines is wide spread. Whatsoever, relevant benefits can usually only be unlocked, when regarding at least the complete production system or even the whole value creation process [2], [3]. These considerations have led to the concept of CPPS, which this work reviews from a non-industrial perspective.

CPPS have been widely discussed in literature. But even though it is often used as a homogenous concept a unique definition does not exist. Exemplarily the following citations show why the authors found it helpful to formulate a working definition of (Socio-)CPPS while taking existing ones into account but showing deviations explicitly.
Monostorie [4] (depicted in Figure 1 as a)) formulates CPPS as the combination of manufacturing science and ICT, and therefore as “systems of collaborating computational entities which are in intensive connection with the surrounding physical world and its ongoing processes, providing and using, at the same time, data accessing and data-processing services available on the internet.” Meanwhile, Niggemann and Lohweg [5] (b)) state: “A CPPS is a holistic conception of modern, often distributed, production systems: It treats mechanical, computational and external aspects [that] can only be handled if [it] comes with a set of intrinsic cognitive capabilities such as self-diagnoses, self-configuration, self-optimization and intelligent user interaction.” Thiede et al. [6] (c)) emphasize the valid aspect, that CPPS “consisting of a physical component, as well as a virtual component, […] are connected to the employee. A technology containing computational and physical capabilities combined with the possibility of human machine interaction.” Similarly, Rudtsch et al. [7] included prediction and almost real-time aspects (e)).

**Figure 1.** Defining Aspects of CPPS – usually related but not identical.

The working definition can be observed in the box f), and can be formulated as follows:

*A CPPS is characterized by a virtual representation of the physical production means, which replicates the distributed entities and is enriched by surrounding information in order to unlock manifold application potential (e.g., self-configuration, self-diagnosis, self-optimization). Those systems are usually dynamic and therefore complex, the system itself needs to provide cognitive capabilities to achieve the goal of collaborating, autonomous entities. When several of those entities are human workers served by the technology, who then can rather be described as the user, one can speak of a socio-cyber-physical production system (SCPPS).*

Thus, each SCPPS is a CPPS but not vice versa.

**Motivation**

The history of modern society has been closely linked to successful usage of innovations in production. Every time technology had advanced production potency, it was accompanied with major cultural changes, that in retrospective formed industrial revolutions, as they are depicted in Figure 2. Initiated by steam engines, heavy tasks could be performed by mechanical equipment, enabling the mechanical loom and thus the blossom of textile industries in Europe, making railway commuting necessary as well as available and also laying the foundations of the suburban housing system, e.g., in London. Soon steam engines were replaced by electric motors, that eased the constriction of central drives and allowing
the first value stream-oriented production lines, like the Ford Model T production. Dominating conveyor belts thus paved the way for the automotive society we take for granted nowadays. Automation then took over more complex motion sequences, enabling mass production for more and more product types, announcing the era of consumption (e.g., household appliances penetration rising esp. from the 1970s on [8]). These developments finally lead to the current informational interlinking of production means, for smoother transfer and creation of required data, information or even knowledge. Each of the industrial revolutions of the past had brought social change by the newly required work, qualifications and education but also by serving unmet demands [9].

Digitalization and Industrial Internet of Things are trending terms within the scientific but also practical production research community. Even first applications of artificial intelligence have proven to work beneficial. A more recent spin of this research area has proclaimed the human centered production system and thereby forecasting the upcoming change of paradigm [10], [11]. The change of mass production can be observed: Individualization, human-robot collaboration, sustainability, robotics and bionics are already found in some factories. SCPPS can be used to conceptually merge the paradigm shift with these nowadays linked production facilities [12].

As the digitalization of production means can be viewed as ongoing, its foreseeable implications as well as the blind spots regarding non-industrialized production shall be addressed by examining the research question, presented in the following section. The investigation will be structured by sections, each addressing one of those research questions. Hereafter, the findings are illustrated exemplarily for three scenarios. The paper concludes with a summary and outlook on further research.

Research Questions

The observed mega trend of individualization and flexibility in production has brought up the idea of an ideal industrial process with a batch size of one. CPPS are often seen as the technological base to achieve these goals. Batch sizes of one whatsoever have been a characteristic of non-industrial production. The first research question of this paper is therefore:

A) What are the implications of industrial and non-industrial production, both converging to a batch size of one?

CPPS have usually been viewed as a concept applying for industrial production, while focusing on developed (usually also industrialized) countries. The concepts implications shall be examined for non-industrial branches or regions by investigating the second research question:

B) Is the implicit focus of CPPS on industrial production justified?

Addressing Batch Size Convergence

When considering differences, similarities and convergences between producing structures in industrial and non-industrial context their origins as well the context of the corresponding demands needs to be reviewed.
Bulk production had been made feasible by industrialization from the 18th century on. Nonetheless, the population’s demand for consumption consists of both, products well suited for mass production and those that are less suitable. Therefore, non-industrial production remained predominant kind of manufacturing for certain produce, that proved not suitable for mass production for the respective state of the art. Whatsoever, innovations have widened the capabilities of mass production (as illustrated in Figure 3), but also enabled extended overall consumption. Therefore, a distinctiveness of production volume – both per capita as well as generally - between mass production and non-industrial production can be assumed.

Figure 3. Relation between Mass Production, Innovation and Non-Industrial Work.

Craft Production

Generally, craft production is associated with craftspeople producing:

- artisan unicums (e.g. goldsmiths making jewelry),
- individualized utility produce (tailors, cabinet makers)
- construction site dependent / shifting serial work (tilers, carpenters)
- on-site/ off-site services (car / service mechanics)
- etc.

A similarity of these examples can be seen in the usually high degree of individual requirements that need to be met: Whether it’s the fitted measurements of a cabinet, the specific state of a building site or the error search at a particular car. Also, the ambivalence of assigning such jobs either to the manufacturing or the service sector becomes apparent. According to Hipp, unambiguous definitions seem hard to formulate [13]. Nonetheless, for the sake of this paper all produce generating activities shall be included when speaking of production.

In certain craft branches, especially in metal fabrication, shop floor layouts resemble those found in factories. The same holds true for the division of work. Therefore, such crafts, e.g., metal workers or welders, shall be excluded from the crafts definition for this paper, even though these professions are listed by the German chamber of crafts.

Industrial Production

Formed by the mentioned four industrial revolutions (Figure 2), industrial production came a long way from mass production, coping with serial production and is currently advancing towards individualization.

Traditionally, car manufacturers are leading innovators in Germany. Cars are usually produced in series, but different configurations that the customer can choose from can easily build up to more than 1000 variants for each manufacturer. Many of those individual configurations whatsoever only differ in non-essential qualities such as color mix or rim style, while major differences are grouped by modular platform strategies. Apart from these few different models, the observed individualization can be grouped as pseudo-individualization. More recently soft-individualization has been emerged, which describes that the functionality is built in every product but only activated when the customer choses so by buying it. Another example can be found with sneakers that can be configured by the customer regarding their color mix and stitching [14]. These mass customization branded approaches have in common, that individualized products shall be offered at costs, usually related with mass production [15].
Figure 4. Convergence Aspects from Production and Demand Perspective.

Business Model, Needs and Demand

Figure 4 depicts the relation between the capability in industrial production to allow individualized production and the corresponding complexity. Vice Versa craft branches need to be capitalized, following industrial examples, if they were to target series or mass product markets. Inherently differences can be – generally speaking – observed for business models: While individualized products are self-evidently only manufactured for the respective order, mass products are usually constantly produced, without being directly linked to particular orders. Fluent transitions can be observed, for example when certain semi-finished products are pre-fabricated and stored until they are assembled according to a certain order.

Production should target demands. Demands are market manifested needs that can be structured accordingly to what is known as Maslow’s pyramid of needs scheme [16], [17]. This pyramid scheme by its form and arrangement displays, that the needs on top build up on those below. Those lower needs are also wider and translate more directly into materialistic wants. Therefore, industrial production, with its high output rates seems a reasonable production structure to meet these, so called deficiency needs. Higher needs like esteem or self-actualization are usually seen to be incompatible with the value adding work in the industrial sector [18]. This might be untrue for some industrial jobs and employed individuals, partially due to union backed attempts of purpose loading, but holds true in general [19].

The purchase of individualized goods cannot sustainably compensate for an alienated work environment. SCPPS therefore could approach this by empowering people within the industrial sector to find meaning and purpose in their work. This could be reached by supporting technology that takes over repetitive tasks and supplies information needed to understand the necessity of tasks to allow the worker to mentally participate in the value creation process. The approach of considering the human as a social entity with respective needs may be the next challenge for production technology. On the contrary, technology had been used to some extend to restrict workers alternatives of actions in order to enforce industrial motives and coordination [20]. Furthermore, the implementation of such SCPPS will be confronted with the common obstacles of reorganizations, as it affects not only production but potentially complete business models [20], [3].

Craft professions offer better possibilities of identification and self-actualization [21]. Unicums or small series as well as individualized produce had been their retreat, where cost cutting industrial production was not possible (not economically or technologically feasible).
Even though, complete redundancy of craft professions won’t be likely, a gradual shift, abstractly displayed in Figure 3, can already be experienced. Given the advantages of productive crafts for meeting higher needs for customers by individualized goods, as well as for workers by higher degrees of self-actualization and the social commitment to preserve such traditions [22], [23], it seems worth to look for fields of application for novel technologies such as SCPPS, also in craft professions.

Another perspective can be gained by putting these opposed advantages and disadvantages in the context of industrialized (what is usually meant by the term developed countries) and less developed regions, in that manner. On the one hand the population in industrialized societies can be assumed to have less urgent needs from the bottom categories of the needs pyramid, because most physiological needs and also those for materialistic safety have been met by industrial (over-) production. Populations of non-industrial countries on the other hand have not been confronted with extensive alienation from work, and therefore their self-actualization is not affected by these structures but more so by less than sufficiently met needs, from the need pyramids bottom [24].

Not without wit, this can be expressed in short by an African proverb, stating: “You have the watches; but we have the time.”

Addressing SCPPS Focus on Industrial Production

This section will unfold, why CPPS have been focused on industrial application for the most part. Hereafter, the validity of the antithesis, that a non-industrial focus is I) possible, II) relevant, and III) reasonable, is shown.

Digitalization in production foremost has been regarded from the driving forces point of view: Mainly large companies, that can build up on most recent automation technologies and acquire implementation services from experts. Naturally, by the way it emerged, digitalization of production usually considers highly automated facilities combined with high labor costs.

I) Digitalization whatsoever does not necessarily need automation but brings the opportunity to skip, some of the steps usually mentioned as industrial revolution [25]. Thus, breaking with rules of the well acknowledged decomposition of the automation hierarchy – the automation pyramid [4].

II) Apart from industry, production also takes place in non-industrialized settings: On the one hand a non-neglectable part – 12% for Germany - of production is carried out by craftspeople [26]. On the other hand, developing countries are characterized by their mostly non-industrialized creation of value. Non-industrial hereby means either the absence of division of labor (as it can also be observed for craft professions) or less capitalization as might be commercially feasible. Nevertheless, for large parts of the population in developing countries the potential gain in standard of living from any production efficiency increase is much higher than a similar measure would allow for in an industrialized setting. Furthermore, crafts keeps artisan knowledge alive and is widely seen as a cultural heritage, worth to sustain [22].

Apart from the experienced neglection of both aspects in CPPS conceptions so far, further similarities can be observed between productive crafts and value creation in less-developed regions. While industrialization has unbound workplace and family ties in most developed countries by paid labor, family businesses are especially often found in craft branches. The same holds true for most developing countries, where knowledge of workmanship is passed on to the next generation. Especially when economic security during retirement relies on the succeeding descendants. For both parties a well-developed awareness for traditions can be observed.

Even though, machines are widely used by craftspeople in industrialized regions, their professions are usually still known as physically challenging. Meanwhile, a lack of production means in developing countries leads to higher shares of manual work.
Nevertheless, broadening recent SCPPS-modelling approaches for those alternative settings with limited infrastructure seems increasingly relevant. SCPPS can be used to conceptually consider the strong focus on human interactions, which herein occur in a much more characteristic manner than they do for an industrial setting.

III) In order to make these considerations about reasonable SCPPS integration more conceivable, value creation was modeled in Figure 4 for three scenarios: The left reflects the usually highly automated, high labor cost scenario of an industrialized country. Meanwhile the middle presents the craftspeoples approach of value creation for a functionally similar product. Concluded by right, representing a less developed region.

Figure 5. (S)CPPS Usage scenarios.

As mentioned, potential industrial use cases for CPPS or respective SCPPS are dominated by enabling individualization and product flexibility, as well as process flexibility. Such production is usually clocked by corresponding cycle times in order to synchronize parallel machining, allowing high throughputs, that are needed for the amortization of machinery. Productive crafts can easily be imagined to conclude individual contracts. The order is then produced usually with man power of the executing personal as bottle neck, while machinery is mostly not working full capacity but is frequently confronted with usage peaks and other organizations hazards [27]. SCPPS could help to schedule orders, so that synergies can be used and peaks of machine usage are avoided, while waiting times can be minimized. Production can follow the contract because of reliable infrastructure. Stock of raw material can easily be restored, a more or less steady flow of sales can be achieved through distance selling. Most important for a successful implementation is the ease of use. For less developed regions, in which infrastructure is insufficient, a make-to-stock model seems to be the pragmatic path, as individualization is not so advanced and it offers a steadier capacity usage. Furthermore, scarce capital will be rather be used for machinery than for floating assets, preventing large stocks and steady utilization of machinery. Bottle necks can mostly be traced back to the insufficient infrastructure affecting the supply chain. Once input factors are accumulated, machinery briefly becomes the bottleneck, as labor is usually flexible available at low cost. Energy is an input factor that is easily neglected in the western hemisphere. For regions heavily affected by shortages or low degrees of availability, this becomes another determinant for production. Autarkic systems as proposed by Reiff-Stephan et al. can level such effects out [28]. Whereas autarkic systems than need to be user friendly for usage as well as maintenance –a speaker, signaling when production is energetically feasible could benefit the mentioned system. Same holds true for low cost
automation (LCA), as a digital image can support intuitive reconfiguration, e.g., by a flow programming scheme, like the popular node-RED [29].

Conclusion and Summary

Competition between innovation driven extension of industrial production towards individualized produce and productive crafts may intensify. CPPS could be seen as a major driver of this development. Nevertheless, crafts offer a unique production structure that is unlikely to be made completely redundant and “producing” self-actualization for the people carrying out the profession, which industrial structures are less capable of. Both sectors could benefit from SCPPS in this regard. In a rather abstract manner starting points of SCPPS implementation have been shown for the discussed scenarios. Furthermore, it became clear that SCPPS are not solely a technical solution but during development and implementation sociological aspects embedding the stakeholders need to be considered as well.

Further research could benefit from exemplarily implementation and empirical observations that ought to support the deduced statements.
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